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The segmented cell technology can provide real-time spatial current density distribution of PEM fuel
cell. This technology was originally applied only to the anode of the cell. Normally, the anode and
cathode reactions of the cell were coupled and the overall performance was the same. However, for PEM
fuel cell, the local performance of cathode and anode would be uncoupled due to the influence of reaction
gas distribution and water distribution. In this paper, for the first time, the technology was used on anode
and cathode simultaneously. It used multi-layered printed circuit board(PCB) flow field plates to
substitute both anode plate and cathode plate. The mapping of current density distribution of the anode
and the cathode could be tested at the same time. The local difference of cathode and anode performance
was investigated at different relative humidity. It showed that anode had better performance at hydrogen
inlet while cathode had better performance at the inlet part of air. The cell was operated at 5A, 25A and
45A constant current conditions(respectively represented low, medium and high load states). With the
increase of operating current density, the percentage difference was also increased.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) has wide development prospects due to its
environmentally friendly and high energy efficiency characteristics[1]. However, complex
electrochemical reactions take place inside the cell and are not easily observed. This has led to a number
of characterization tools being introduced to study the mechanism of the reaction inside the cell.
Segmented cell technology is a commonly used tool to study the performance differences among
different areas inside the cell. Kim et al. used a segmented cell system to investigate the effect of
clamping pressure uniformity on the cell performance[2]. They suggested that the cell would have better
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performance and durability with a more uniform pressure and gas distribution in the flow field. F.
Nandjou et al. investigated the local performance degradation in fuel cell[3]. They suggested that the
loss of local performance is mainly related to the water concentration in the cell. Ibrahim et al. used the
segmented bipolar plate and printed circuit board technique to measure the local current distributions
with different flow arrangements and operating conditions[4, 5]. Q. Meyer et al. used a combined current
density and temperature distributed measurement system to generate an electro-thermal performance
map[6, 7] and Gerteisen et al. used a segmented cell with 49 segments to measure the local current
density distribution and high frequency resistance[8]. Iranzo et al. investigated the effects of anode and
cathode relative humidity on the resulting water distributions in the cell[9]. The results showed that the
relative humidity of cathode had greater influence on the water content and performance of the cell than
that of anode. NurOzen et al. used a cell with active area of 25cm2 to study the effect of humidity on the
cell performance[10]. They found that increasing the humidity of the cell can reduce the impedance of
the membrane, thereby improving the performance of the cell. Ruilin et al. optimized the relative
humidity to improve the fuel cell performance and stability[11]. They found that the performance of the
fuel cell increased with increasing anode or cathode humidity while the stability of the cell decreased
with increasing anode humidity. Sanchez et al. studied the local impact of humidification on degradation
of PEMFC[12]. The cathode inlet region exhibited increased degradation with non-humidified gases,
whereas with fully humidified gases the bottom of the cell had higher performance losses.
For PEM fuel cell, the overall performance of the cathode and anode was the same. The hydrogen
in the anode lost electrons and became protons. Protons went through MEA and reacted with oxygen at
the cathode. The place of cathode reaction and anode reaction was different and it would lead to
uncoupling characteristics of anode and cathode local performance. In this paper, for the first time, the
segmented cell technology was used on anode and cathode simultaneously to study the uncoupling
characteristics of PEM fuel cell. The current density distribution maps of anode and cathode were tested
at the same time and the local difference of cathode and anode performance was investigated with
different relative humidity.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Cell preparation
The cell used in this experiment has an active area of 50 cm2. It used printed circuit board to
substitute both anode plate and cathode plate. The printed circuit board with triple serpentine flow fields
has 49 segments. The hydrogen flows into the segment A01 and flows out of G07 while the air flows
into the segment A07 and flows out of G01(Fig.1). The membrane electrode assembly (MEA) used in
this experiment was bought from Wuhan Xinyuan Corporation which was similar with the published
paper[13-15]. Anodic and catholic catalyst with 0.4 mg/cm2 Pt were coated on the membrane and the
membrane thickness was 23 um.
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Figure 1. flow field configuration and gas flow mode

2.2 Experimental conditions and procedures
The cell was tested on G20 platform produced by Greenlight Innovation. The cell was operated
at 80℃. λHydrogen and λAir were kept constant at 1.5 and 2.8, respectively. In order to study the effect of
relative humidity on the difference of cathode and anode performance, changing the cathode relative
humidity(15%,35%,55%,75% and 100%) while the anode humidity remained 55% unchanged. Then the
cathode humidity kept 55% constant and changing the anode humidity. After activated, the cell was
adjusted to the specified humidity and steadily running 2 hours to test polarization curves. Then the cell
current was adjusted galvanostatically at 5A, 25A and 45A respectively. At each current condition, the
real-time spatial current density distribution was tested simultaneously on the anode plate and cathode
plate. The operating conditions and gas flow mode are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Operating conditions and gas flow mode
Reactant gas
stoichiometry

Relative humidity

Segments
location

Test current

Anode

Cathode

Hydrogen:1.5

55%

15%,35%,55%,
75%,100%

5A(100mA/cm )

Air:2.8

15%,35%,55%,
75%,100%

55%

25A(500mA/cm2)

2

45A(900mA/cm2)

Anode inlet: A01
Anode outlet:
G07
Cathode inlet:
A07
Cathode outlet:
G01
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 The polarization curve
Fig.2(a) shows the polarization curves of different cathode humidity(15%,35%,55%,75% and
100%) when anode humidity kept 55% constant. The A/C=55/15%RH in the Fig corresponds to 55% of
the anode humidity and 15% of the cathode humidity. Other humidity conditions are expressed in a
similar way. It can be seen that at low current density, the cell performed best at 75% and 100% cathode
humidity and there is little difference in cell performance under the above five humidity conditions. It is
possible that under low current conditions, less water is generated inside the cell. The cell is in a
relatively dry environment, which is alleviated by increasing the relative humidity of the cathode.
Increasing the relative humidity will enhance proton conductivity of the membrane and improve the cell
performance[16, 17].With the increase of current density, the performance differences of these humidity
conditions become more obvious. Under medium and high current density, the cell performed best when
cathode humidity is 55% and 75% while the performance decreased obviously at 100% cathode
humidity. This is probably due to the high cathode humidity causing cell flooding. The cell performed
worst when cathode humidity is 15% and this is probably too dry inside the cell. Fig.2(b) shows the
polarization curves of different anode humidity when cathode humidity kept 55% constant. The cell had
the best performance when the anode humidity is 75% and 100%. Similar to Fig.2(a), the cell performed
worst when anode humidity is 15%. However, the performance difference under these humidity
conditions is obviously smaller than that in Fig.2(a). It can be concluded that the cathode humidity has
greater impact on cell performance. The results are the same as those of Iranzo et al.[9] and Cai et al.[18].

Figure 2. Polarization curves (a) different cathode humidity,(b) different anode humidity

3.2 Spatial current density distribution
3.2.1 The effect of cathode relative humidity
After the polarization curve test, adjusted the cell current galvanostatically at 5A, 25A and
45A(respectively represented low, medium and high load states) steadily running 30 minutes. Then
tested the spatial current density of anode and cathode simultaneously.
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Fig.3 shows the cathode current density distribution maps of different cathode relative humidity
when anode humidity was kept at 55% constant. The current density distribution map of the anode is
similar to that of the cathode, so it was not shown in this paper. Fig.3(a) is operated at 5A constant
current, the current density is most uniform at 75% and 100% cathode humidity. When the cathode
humidity is 15% and 35%, the air inlet area has poor performance and the overall uniformity is also bad.
Jeon et al.[19] also reported that higher cathode humidity improved the cell performance and the
uniformity of current density distribution. It is possible that under low current conditions, the cell is in a
relatively dry environment, which is alleviated by increasing the relative humidity of the cathode.
Fig.3(b) and Fig.3(c) show the current density distribution of the cell operating at 25A and 45A
respectively. The uniformity is best when the cathode humidity is 55% and 75% while the air outlet area
has poor performance at 15% and 100% cathode humidity. It can be concluded that the cell is too dry at
15% humidity. And at 100% cathode humidity, excess water inside the cell is accumulated in cathode,
resulting in flooding at the cathode outlet. A similar result was obtained by Bayrakçeken et al. [20], they
thought it was because the excess water inside the cell blocked oxygen transmission, resulting in a
decline in cell performance. To analyze the performance difference between cathode and anode, the
segment current density percentage difference 𝑃𝐷% is defined:
𝑃𝐷% = (𝐴 − 𝐶)/[(𝐴 + 𝐶)/2] × 100%
(1)
where 𝑃𝐷% is the percentage difference of cathode and anode, A is the segment current density
of anode and C is the current density of cathode at the same segment of anode. Fig.4 shows the
percentage difference of cathode and anode when the cell is operated at 25A. The humidity of anode and
cathode is 55% and 55% respectively. It can be seen from Fig.1 that the hydrogen flows into segment
A01 and air flows into the segment A07. So the row 01 is the hydrogen inlet area and the row 07 is the
air inlet area. The average percentage differences for each row is calculated and shown in the last
column(AVG01 to AVG07).AVG01 represents the average percentage differences of row 01 and
AVG07 represents the average percentage differences of row 07. In the hydrogen inlet area(row 01), the
percentage difference is positive and it means the anode has better performance in this area than the
cathode. However, in the air inlet area(row 07), the cathode has better performance. It is possible that
hydrogen is sufficient at the hydrogen inlet, resulting in better anode performance. In the same way, the
cathode performs better at the air inlet. And this phenomenon can also be found under other operating
conditions. The average percentage differences of row 01(AVG01) and row 07(AVG07) are summarized
in Table 2. When the cell is operated at 5A, with the increase of cathode humidity, the value of AVG01
first decreases and then increases. And at 75% cathode humidity, AVG01 has the lowest value. It can be
concluded that the increase of cathode humidity improves the cathode uniformity and the performance
of cathode in this area. This resulted in a drop in the percentage difference. At 100% cathode humidity,
excess water is accumulated inside the cell and the percentage difference increases. It can be concluded
that cell is flooded at high cathode humidity and the performance decreases due to the concentration
loss. This phenomenon can also be found in other literatures[21, 22]. The absolute value of AVG07
increases with the increase of cathode humidity. It can be concluded that the increase of cathode humidity
improves the cathode inlet area performance. The improvement of the cathode is more obvious than the
anode and leads to an increase in percentage difference. The phenomena observed by 25A and 45A are
similar to those of 5A. With the increase of cathode humidity, the AVG01 value increases first and then
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decreases, while the absolute value of AVG07 always increases. And at the same humidity, with the
increase of operating current, increase of operating current, the percentage difference is also increased.
It can be easy to understand that this phenomenon is amplified with the increase of operating current.
Fig.5 shows the standard deviation of different cathode relative humidity. 55%ARH in the Fig indicates
that the humidity of the anode is 55%. It can be seen that the standard deviation becomes larger as the
operating current increases. With the increase of cathode humidity, the standard deviation first decreases
and then increases. It can be concluded that too dry or too wet environment is not conducive to the
uniformity of cell performance.

Figure 4. 𝑃𝐷(%) at 25A (A/C=55%/55%RH)
Table 2. Average percentage difference(𝑃𝐷(%)) of row 01 and row 07
Operating current

Anode humidity

5A

55%

25A

55%

45A

55%

Cathode humidity

AVG01(%)

AVG07(%)

15%
35%
55%
75%
100%
15%
35%
55%
75%
100%
15%
35%
55%
75%
100%

3.89
3.67
3.46
3.30
3.25
4.61
4.24
4.06
3.87
4.04
5.47
5.18
4.82
4.55
4.97

-3.96
-4.11
-4.26
-4.35
-4.31
-4.48
-4.77
-4.98
-5.23
-5.53
-4.62
-4.95
-5.28
-5.55
-5.97
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Figure 5. Standard deviation of different cathode relative humidity

3.2.2 The effect of anode relative humidity
Fig.6 shows the cathode current density distribution maps of different anode relative humidity
when cathode humidity was kept at 55% constant. Fig.6(a), (b) and (c) are operated at 5A, 25A and 45A
constant current respectively. The current density distribution is always the most uniform under 75%
and 100% anode humidity conditions. When the anode humidity is 15% and 35%, the hydrogen outlet
area has poor performance and it is possible that the cell is too dry in this area. The average percentage
differences of row 01(AVG01) and row 07(AVG07) are summarized in Table 3. Similar to Fig. 4, the
anode performs better at the hydrogen inlet, while the cathode performs better at the air inlet. When the
cell is operated at 5A, the value of AVG01 increases with the increase of anode humidity. It can be
concluded that the increase of anode humidity improves the anode inlet area performance. The
improvement of the anode is more obvious than the cathode and leads to an increase in percentage
difference. The absolute value of AVG07 decreases with the increase of anode humidity. It can be
concluded that the increase of anode humidity improves the anode uniformity and this results in a drop
in the percentage difference. When the cell is operated at 25A and 45A, with the increase of anode
humidity, the value of AVG01 first increases and then decreases. It is possible that the water produced
by the cell accumulates at the cathode outlet(corresponding to anode inlet). The cathode is flooded in
this area and the percentage difference increases. At 100% anode humidity, the cell is flooded in anode
inlet area and leads to a decrease in percentage difference. Yin et al.[23] also reported that the cell
performance reduced at high anode humidity. They thought it was due to the cathode gas diffusion layer
flooded at high current density. When the cell is operated at 25A, the absolute value of AVG07decreases
with the increase of anode humidity, which is the same as the result at 5A operating current. However,
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when the cell is operated at 45A, the absolute value of AVG07 first decreases and then increases.
This may be because the cell is too wet in this area at 100% anode humidity. Fig.7 shows the standard
deviation of different anode relative humidity. 55%CRH in the Fig indicates that the humidity of the
cathode is 55%. When the cell is operated at 5A and 25A, the standard deviation decreases with the
increase of anode humidity. But at 45A, the standard deviation first decreases and then increases. It is
possible that the cell is too wet at 100% anode humidity. And at 5A and 25A, less water is generated
inside the cell, so this phenomenon does not happen.
Table 3. Average percentage difference(𝑃𝐷(%)) of row 01 and row 07
Operating
current

5A

25A

45A

Anode
humidity
15%
35%
55%
75%
100%
15%
35%
55%
75%
100%
15%
35%
55%
75%
100%

Cathode
humidity

55%

55%

55%

AVG01(%)

AVG07(%)

3.08
3.28
3.46
3.59
3.70
3.32
3.64
4.01
4.22
4.35
4.57
4.68
4.80
4.88
4.77

-4.78
-4.42
-4.26
-4.15
-4.08
-5.49
-5.15
-5.01
-4.76
-4.69
-5.86
-5.47
-5.34
-5.09
-5.31

Figure 7. Standard deviation of different anode relative humidity
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the segmented cell technology was used on anode and cathode simultaneously to
study the uncoupling characteristics of PEM fuel cell. The polarization curves of different relative
humidity were tested. At each relative humidity, the current density distribution maps of anode and
cathode were tested simultaneously at 5A, 25A and 45A constant current. The local difference of cathode
and anode performance was also investigated with different relative humidity.
1.
The polarization curve result shows that the cathode relative humidity has greater impact
on cell performance than anode humidity. The cell has poor performance at low cathode humidity and
anode humidity. At high cathode humidity, the cell is prone to flooding under high load and results in
poor performance. And at high anode humidity, the cell tends to have better performance in a wetter
environment.
2.
The performance difference of the anode and cathode is mainly reflected in hydrogen
inlet and air inlet. The anode has better performance at hydrogen inlet while cathode has better
performance at air inlet. It is possible that hydrogen is sufficient at the hydrogen inlet, resulting in better
anode performance. In the same way, the cathode performs better at the air inlet.
3.
With the increase of operating current, the performance difference is amplified, resulting
in the increase of percentage difference. With the increase of cathode humidity, the standard deviation
first decreases and then increases. It can be concluded that too dry or too wet environment is not
conducive to the uniformity of cell performance. However, with the increase of anode humidity, the
standard deviation decreases at 5A and 25A constant current. It indicates that the cell is suitable for
running at relatively high anode humidity and the cathode humidity needs to be limited to prevent the
cell from flooding.
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